
implemented in accordance with the results. In 2020, customer 
satisfaction surveys were focused on the Services Division.

Employees
Open dialog with employees is a central priority for Burckhardt 
Compression and is carried out in all sorts of different ways. In 
addition to employee surveys and continuous exchange with 
line managers, employees are informed online several times a 
year in person by members of the Executive Management about 
the state of the business and other matters, with opportunities 
to have questions answered. In Switzerland, France, and India, 
various other instruments of dialog are used within collective 
bargaining and workers’ representation arrangements.

Suppliers
A smoothly functioning, comprehensive supply chain ensures 
well-ordered development and manufacturing processes. 
Burckhardt Compression buys its inputs from various global 
and regional suppliers. The company works closely with these 
suppliers right from the development phase and seeks to estab-
lish long-term partnerships. The principles set out in the Burck-
hardt Compression's own Code of Conduct are systematically 
implemented in all dealings with suppliers. In 2020, these prin-
ciples evolved into a specific Code of Conduct for Business 
Partners. Suppliers are qualified using a set process and are 
evaluated through the measurement of key performance indi-
cators. Exchanges and performance review take place on a reg-
ular basis via on-site visits, virtual meetings, audits or virtual 
inspections.

Strategic procurement is an integral part of Burckhardt 
Compression’s strategic management cycle. The relevant pro-
curement managers report at regular intervals on the most 
important changes in the global procurement market, such as 
price trends for raw materials and finished products. The nec-
essary decisions are made together with divisional manage-
ment teams to ensure a smooth supply chain. We reward the 
best suppliers in the various categories each year to encourage 
them to achieve even more. 

Risk management
As the world’s leading manufacturer of reciprocating compres-
sors, Burckhardt Compression is exposed to a number of risks. 
The company has developed a comprehensive risk management 
system, which is integrated into the planning and leadership 
process.

The Executive Management's assessment of risks is dis-
cussed with the Audit Committee and Board of Directors twice 
a year. A distinction is made between operational, strategic, 
legal and financial risks.

The aim of risk management is:
–  to systematically detect special risks;
–  to establish processes for monitoring, reducing, and, ideally, 

preventing risks;
–  to achieve a balance between risks and rewards.

ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY

Long-term success
The Group’s ultimate goal is the long-term success of Burck-
hardt Compression. This requires a stable operating environ-
ment and the achievement of financial goals.

As part of the effort to maintain economic sustainability, 
Burckhardt Compression regularly produces a Mid-Range Plan, 
usually covering a period of five financial years. This is periodi-
cally reviewed and adjusted in line with the economic, political 
and technological environment.

Process improvement
The quest for continuous improvement by Burckhardt Compres-
sion’s executives and employees lies at the very heart of the 
company.

Every year, the personal objectives of executives and 
employees include the implementation of continuous and sus-
tainable improvement projects. These projects are implemented 
using a method developed by Burckhardt Compression and 
evaluated by its executives. 

The company also works with suppliers, universities, insti-
tutions, and advisors worldwide to develop and improve prod-
ucts or processes in areas where it does not have the necessary 
expertise. Cooperation with external experts and specialists 
also fosters new ideas and maximizes creative potential within 
the company.

Capital expenditure
Burckhardt Compression has invested CHF 112.3 mn over the 
past five years (excluding acquisitions). Most of its capital 
expenditure during the period under review was spent in Win-
terthur and at Shenyang Yuanda Compressor. Shenyang’s new 
factory was completed and stated work in September 2020.

Acquisitions
Over the past five years, Burckhardt Compression acquired the 
following businesses: Shenyang Yuanda Compressor Co. Ltd. 
(China), IKS Industrie- und Kompressorenservice GmbH (Ger-
many), CSM Compressor Supplies & Machine Word Ltd. (Can-
ada), Arkos Group LLC (USA), Compressor Business of the 
Japan Steel Works Ltd. (Japan). Acquisitions always have to 
meet the following three pre-defined criteria. 

 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

COMMITMENT

Burckhardt Compression has made a long-term commitment to 
the economy, society, and the environment. The aim is to create 
the framework at all levels to continue the company’s 177-year 
history of success. This can only be achieved if a balance is found 
between the different interests of individual stakeholders.

For Burckhardt Compression, the 2020 fiscal year marked 
the start of a systematic evolution in its sustainability approach. 
Sustainability activities are being expanded and focused more 
strategically. A materiality analysis involving the most impor-
tant stakeholders was conducted as part of this process. The 
results and an outlook are presented at the end of this Sustain-
ability Report. One milestone in this evolution will be a more 
comprehensive Sustainability Report that follows international 
standards and will be published for the first time alongside the 
2021 Annual Report.

Burckhardt Compression adjusted and recertified its health 
and safety system while also evolving its environmental man-
agement system. In addition, findings from the employee survey 
were translated into workshops, initiatives and projects 
designed to further improve employee satisfaction.

Burckhardt Compression’s sustainability credentials are 
evaluated by an external specialist (GAM) on a regular basis. 
During the latest assessment in 2018 we again achieved our 
goal of exceeding the average rating for a selected group of 
comparable Swiss companies.

STAKEHOLDERS AND  
RISK MANAGEMENT
Burckhardt Compression aims for a prudent and holistic 
approach. The appropriate involvement of the different stake-
holder groups plays a central role here, as does integrated risk
management. In addition to the specific involvement of the indi-
vidual groups, in the 2020 fiscal year Burckhardt Compression 
began to establish a Speak Up channel (grievance channel) for 
all internal and external stakeholders. This complaints system 
can be used to report violations of our values and behavioral 
guidelines and is hosted by a third party. The system will be 
launched in the following reporting year.

Investors
Burckhardt Compression maintains open and transparent dialog 
with its investors and interested parties. The aim of Investor 
Relations is to accurately portray the company and its markets 
to enable a fair valuation of Burckhardt Compression stock. The 
company’s third Investor Day was held in Winterthur in Novem-
ber 2020. Among other things, the company presented its focus 

points for sustainable value creation for all stakeholders within 
the current Mid-Range Plan period and beyond.

Burckhardt Compression’s investor relations activities are 
evaluated by independent firms and receive consistently very 
good ratings considering the size of the company. Leading Swiss 
business newspaper “Finanz und Wirtschaft” gives it an A– rat-
ing (A being the highest rating) for investor relations and trans-
parency and a B– rating for growth.

In the yearly ranking of annual reports conducted by Har-
bourClub and business magazine “Bilanz”, Burckhardt Compres-
sion’s 2019 annual report came in at a very good 37th (out of a 
total of 241 companies) in the “Value Reporting Print” category, 
and 57th for “Value Reporting Online”.

In the 2020 survey of company boards carried out by zRating 
in collaboration with the newspaper “Finanz und Wirtschaft,” 
Burckhardt Compression scored 28 points and ranked 21st among 
the 172 Swiss listed companies covered by the survey. This rank-
ing is based on criteria pertaining to board organization, inde-
pendence, transparency, compensation, and sustainability.

Customers

Burckhardt Compression seeks long-term customer relations. 
The average useful life of its compressors is 30–50 years. Fol-
lowing the project phase, the company provides its customers 
with the services and components they need throughout the 
entire compressor system life cycle. The longest-standing cus-
tomer relationship dates back to 1885, when the company sup-
plied BASF in Ludwigshafen with one of the first compressors 
ever built.

Customer satisfaction is measured using various tools. A 
distinction is drawn between direct and indirect key perfor-
mance indicators (KPIs). Findings are discussed during the 
claims and warranties meetings that form part of the manage-
ment process with the leadership team. Action is initiated and 
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Acquisitions must always generate additional financial 
value for the company, strengthen the local presence or further 
expand the product range, and be able to integrate due to sim-
ilar corporate culture or values.

Promoting fair competition
Burckhardt Compression is committed to fair competition and 
has zero tolerance for price fixing, cartels, or any other activi-
ties that distort competition. This is also clearly stated in the 
company’s own Code of Conduct. Burckhardt Compression is 
protective of its operational and business expertise and works 
systematically to prevent the loss of, or unauthorized access 
to, its technical and commercial knowledge.

Value-based management
Added value generated for shareholders is measured by two key 
metrics:
–  Return on net operating assets (RONOA)
–  Earnings per share (EPS)

Return on net operating assets for the period under review 
amounted to 14.0% (previous year 12.0%). Net income per share 
attributable to the shareholders of Burckhardt Compression for 
the period under review amounted to CHF 13.00 (previous year: 
CHF 9.56). The aim is to increase this still further.

Warranty costs
The effective warranty costs decreased in the 2020 fiscal year. 
In the fiscal years 2017 to 2019 extraordinary additional costs 
were incurred for the LNGM business.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Corporate culture
A well-founded and sound corporate culture forms the founda-
tion for a company’s competitiveness. A comprehensive values 
program called “Values and Behaviors” ensures that employees 
in the Group’s different locations and companies share and 
actively uphold the same corporate values and principles. The 
internal Code of Conduct sets fundamental standards and prin-
ciples for how employees should behave in relation to each 
other and to partners, stakeholders, and the environment. The 
code is reviewed and updated at regular intervals, most recently 
in the 2020 fiscal year. This shared understanding makes col-
laboration between teams and across borders much easier. A 
Speak Up channel hosted by a third party, will be implemented 
in fiscal year 2021 and can be used to report violations of the 
values and behavioral guidelines.

ACTUAL WARRANTY COSTS  
AS A PERCENTAGE OF SALES

All employees are trained in the company’s values and 
behaviors, which also form a compulsory part of the induction 
program for new employees. Members of the Executive Manage-
ment have also stressed the importance of these common val-
ues and behaviors in video podcasts. This ensures that the 
entire staff are aware of the corporate culture and act accord-
ing to the defined values. Company executives are important 
role models in this regard.

Sustainable HR policy
Only satisfied employees will go the extra mile to meet the 
needs of our customers, so Burckhardt Compression is commit-
ted to a sustainable personnel policy, as well as diversity in 
workforce and structures. High levels of employee loyalty and 
identification with the company are confirmed by the fact that 
the typical employee has been with the company for 8.5 years.

Before the beginning of the year under review, the company 
conducted another worldwide employee survey. The impressive 
response rate of 91% reflects a high level of employee engage-
ment. It was also pleasing to see the improvement in almost all 
the survey values at Group level. The findings were systemati-
cally evaluated and resulted in the implementation of mea-
sures designed to improve satisfaction even more in the main 
areas. Account was taken of the specific local needs of employ-
ees at individual subsidiaries. The employee survey is carried 
out every two years in order to identify any changes and then 
respond accordingly. The next employee survey is planned for 
the fiscal year 2021.

The employee turnover rate remained at 9.5%. This figure 
includes all departures, plus fixed-term employment contracts 
that came to an end. 4.3 percentage points of this are accounted 
for by voluntary departures, which is under the defined maxi-
mum value of 6%. For the coming fiscal year, we have set our-
selves a maximum value of 5%. The proportion of employees 
who changed jobs because of employment conditions or salary 
was lower than in the previous year. The most common reasons 
for departures were related to personal or family factors.

20% of the Board of Directors was female. 20% of the Exec-
utive Management and 14.9% of the worldwide staff are women. 
Burckhardt Compression has a fundamental belief that mixed-
gender teams perform better.

Modern employment conditions
Employment conditions at Burckhardt Compression are always 
being adapted to the latest requirements, and the coronavirus 
pandemic lent even more impetus to this process during the 
2020 fiscal year. The health of employees and their families has 
always been a priority during this time. The company has always 
ensured that the workforce at production plants could rely on 
appropriate protective measures. A strategy was quickly devel-

NET INCOME PER SHARE

VALUES AND BEHAVIORS

Our values

Our success factors and behaviors

Partnership

Performance

Think Customer
– Build relationship
– Demonstrate quality focus
– Live service orientation

– Show initiative
– Focus on results
– Create lasting solutions

– Take considered risks
– Demonstrate agility
– Persist without fear of failure

– Align goals
– Develp self and others
– Inspire people

– Promote collaboration
– Embrace diversity
– Transfer knowledge

– Remain adaptable
– Support people
– Adopt new practices

Take Ownership

Act Decisively

Build Engagement

Break Barriers

Champion Change

Cooperation

Dedication
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oped for office-based workers so that they could work from 
home with all the necessary infrastructure. Regular communi-
cation through various channels ensured that the most press-
ing issues could be sorted out quickly at any time. Thanks to the 
committed cooperation of all employees, the company coped 
well with the challenges presented by the coronavirus pan-
demic. Some innovations, such as large-scale home-working, 
were a new experience for Burckhardt Compression and proved 
positive for employees in some respects. The option to work 
from home more will therefore be retained in future, providing 
greater flexibility in the way people’s working life is organized.

Attractive employer
Burckhardt Compression ranked as one of the most attractive 
Swiss employers in 2021. This ranking is based on an indepen-
dent survey of employees carried out by data analysts Statista 
via an online access panel, combined with input from the read-
ers of “Handelszeitung” and “Le Temps”. More than 1,500 employ-
ers with 200 or more employees in Switzerland were identified 
for the survey. In the overall ranking, Burckhardt Compression 
achieved an impressive 26th place, while within the mechanical 
engineering sector it ranked third.

Employee development
Burckhardt Compression appreciates its employees’ expertise 
and promotes knowledge sharing. Employee orientation pro-
grams ensure that new hires are familiarized with their area of 
work and our corporate culture. Personal training and develop-
ment is part of the annual appraisal and performance review 
process and is financed by the company. To ensure the ongoing 
development of technological expertise and management skills 
within the company, employees around the world participate in 
internal technical, product, and leadership training modules, 
which are conducted across the Group several times a year.

Burckhardt Compression conducts an annual appraisal and 
performance review with every employee (MyPerformance@
BC), which includes personal development goals and suggesti-
ons for continuous improvement. Periodic reviews of progress 
made toward performance goals, formal meetings with emplo-
yees and goal-setting are also part of our evaluation system.

GEOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN OF THE WORKFORCE, 2020 
100% = 2’538

GLOBAL WORKFORCE BY GENDER

EMPLOYEE TURNOVER RATIO

Promoting new talent and career development
Burckhardt Compression promotes and supports new talent at 
all levels and is committed to the Swiss system of apprentice 
training. The company currently has 42 apprentices in Switzer-
land and 17 in India receiving vocational training in eight differ-
ent trades. Burckhardt Compression is a founding member of 
the initiative launched under the auspices of the Swiss Federal 
Office for Professional Education and Technology and the 
Swiss-Indian Chamber of Commerce to establish an apprentice-
ship system in India based on the Swiss model; the company is 
also a corporate sponsor of the AZW Training Center in Winter-
thur for vocational career pathways. Apprentices with a good 
performance record are generally retained by Burckhardt Com-
pression upon completion of their apprenticeship. Approximately 
CHF 1.5 mn is spent on apprenticeships each year (cash out).

An internal talent review process is in place to identity 
potential new managers and specialists at an early stage and 
guide them through selective talent development programs. 
Vacant job positions at all levels are also advertised internally. 
External and internal candidates must go through a proprietary 
screening process. The systematic evaluation and development 
of the company’s future managers, which has taken place inter-
nally with success for many years, enabled the company once 
again to fill various management vacancies during the past year 
with internal candidates. Because it is well known and has a 
positive external reputation, Burckhardt Compression can 
recruit very good external candidates when there are no inter-
nal candidates for open leadership positions.

Burckhardt Compression runs an Internal Management 
Development Program (IMDP) every three years, most recently 
in 2019. Promising mid- and upper-management talents from 
around the world receive training through this program. This is 
composed of various modules that deliberately take partici-
pants beyond their normal field of activity in order to give them 
a comprehensive understanding of the company. As part of the 
program, participants also work in multinational project teams 
with a strategic focus on the Mid-Range Plan.

Occupational health and safety
Occupational safety is a high priority at Burckhardt Compres-
sion. Every employee should be made aware of potential work-
place risks and accident prevention measures, so regular train-
ing sessions are held on these topics, supplemented by annual 
audits conducted by external experts. Internal safety inspec-
tions are performed to identify and mitigate hazards. Action is 
taken on the basis of the inspections’ findings.

The health and well-being of employees is another high prior-
ity. Burckhardt Compression knows that physical and mental 
health is closely linked to performance, which is why it launched 
the Dr BeWell program in 2019. Implemented locally, this includes 

Employees (full-time equivalents)

Services
39.8%

Corporate
8.4%

Employees (full-time equivalents)
< 30

12.4%

30 – 50
63.0%

> 50
24.6%

Systems
51.8%

GLOBAL WORKFORCE BY AGE, 2020 
100% = 2’538

GLOBAL WORKFORCE BY DIVISION, 2020  
100% = 2’538
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Figures without Shenyang Yuanda Compressor

a varied range of physical exercises as well as preventative mea-
sures and special topics. The program is just one of the ways in 
which Burckhardt is improving employee satisfaction, health, 
and motivation is improved and and reducing absences. 

In the fiscal year 2020, the health and safety system at all 
Burckhardt Compression locations was certified under the new 
ISO 45001 standard (replaces OHSAS 18001). The only excep-
tions were the subsidiaries SAMR, Prognost, Arkos, and 
Shenyang Yuanda, all of which have their own health and safety 
systems. Numerous measures ranging from detailed risk 
assessments and safety inspections accompanied by manage-
ment to workplace safety training and mandatory protective 
footwear requirements for certain employees have led to a fur-
ther improvement in the relevant key performance indicators.

In Switzerland the number of illness-related absences per 
employee amounted to 9.3 days for the reporting year (previous 
year 9.2 days). Due to a more comprehensive survey method, 
the figures in this report are not comparable with those from 
previous annual reports.

Social environment
Burckhardt Compression is well embedded in its social environ-
ment and works actively with the local community and author-
ities in all its locations. The company supports employees who 
are committed to doing good for the community. This applies in 
particular to executives and employees who become involved 
with politics and industry associations in order to help solve 
social challenges.

Burckhardt Compression supports community and cultural 
projects at different locations in order to strengthen local 
social cohesion. Employees are encouraged to become person-
ally involved in such projects. Personnel in India, for example, 
are helping to mitigate the impact of the pandemic on poorer 
sections of the population by making donations of goods and 
money and taking on voluntary work.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

“We are a company that cares about the environment and that 
strongly supports responsible and prudent consumption of 
energy and our planet’s finite natural resources. By exercising 
foresight and prudence, we help to minimize the use of energy, 
water, and chemicals of all kinds, and reduce harmful emis-
sions.” (Code of Conduct)

Product design and innovation
Environmental protection starts with product design and devel-
opment. Here, the focus is on sustainable and efficient develop-
ment, taking into account the entire life cycle of a product. This 

and are they are also integrated into the Burckhardt Compres-
sion's environmental and quality policy. Checks are made on 
site or when goods arrive to ensure adherence to specifications 
and are verified by reviewing the required audit reports. 

Manufacturing and logistics
In our efforts to transfer knowledge and production know-how 
between our various production and engineering centers, we 
are also transferring safe, efficient, and environmentally 
friendly production and engineering processes. The fundamen-
tal improvement program PULL@BCAG facilitates optimization 
of internal logistics processes and transportation, as well as 
reducing transport runs by consolidating deliveries and con-
tainers. PULL@BCAG does far more than traditional projects 
because it expresses Burckhardt Compression’s underlying phi-
losophy of work. Procuring equipment locally helps the company 
keep close to customers – as well as reducing transportation.

Environmental management
In fiscal year 2018, all Burckhardt Compression locations were 
certified in accordance with ISO 14001, with the exception of 
the SAMR, Prognost, Arkos, and Shenyang Yuanda subsidiaries, 
which have their own environmental management systems. In 
addition to compliance with the applicable standards, activities 
here were primarily focused on environmentally relevant 
aspects, with the aim of reducing energy consumption. A com-
prehensive chemicals concept was also developed; harmful 
chemicals were substituted by less harmful ones, and their 
storage was optimized.

The Winterthur site has launched 
a comprehensive program to  
reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
as part of the target agreement 
with the canton of Zurich. 

A multi-year project to save energy in our offices and work-
shops is underway at the Winterthur site. Associated measures 
form part of a comprehensive 10-year program under a target 
agreement made with Canton Zurich to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. Emissions are measured regularly at the site in Win-
terthur. They were reduced by 44% in the fiscal year 2020, with 
most of the reduction attributable to the current coronavirus 
pandemic. Travel restrictions meant that many business trips 
were replaced with virtual meetings, which had a substantial 
impact on greenhouse gas emissions.

is indispensable since Burckhardt Compression’s compressor 
systems have an average service life of 30 to 50 years. When-
ever it makes sense, customers are included early on in the 
development stage of new products, in order to find joint inno-
vative solutions and verify ideas. 

In a pilot project currently underway in India, a life cycle 
analysis (LCA) is being conducted to determine the environmen-
tal impact from raw material extraction to the decommission-
ing and disposal of a compressor to derive targeted measures 
to improve the overall impact.

Areas of application
The high functionality of the products made by Burckhardt 
Compression allows optimal operation of compressor systems 
in many different processes. In numerous application areas, 
compressors play a critical role in reducing environmental 
damage and facilitating sustainable energy provision, for exam-
ple with renewable fuels.

The following products and solutions developed in recent 
years promise to bring greater customer benefits while improv-
ing the environmental footprint.
–  Compressor systems for marine applications: The dual-fuel 

propulsion system developed for LNG carriers can be powered 
by environmentally friendly natural gas instead of marine die-
sel oil. The Laby®-GI fuel gas compressors by Burckhardt 
Compression compress the boil-off gas from the LNG tanks, 
which is then injected directly into a diesel engine. The dual-
fuel propulsion system for LNG carriers reduces CO2, SOX and 
NOX emissions by up to 30% when powered by natural gas.

–  Process gas compressors for hydrogen fueling applications: 
Innovative ring geometries enable process gas compressors 
to be operated without oil lubricants in fueling applications 
for hydrogen-powered trains, trucks, or buses, with pressures 
of up to 500 bar. The technological advantages of reciprocat-
ing compressors for this market are unrivaled efficiency and 
long service lives.

–  Process gas compressors per API 618: These compressors are 
used specifically in industrial processes for the desulfuriza-
tion of fuels.

–  PROGNOST®-SILver: Systems for monitoring and diagnosing 
the condition of reciprocating compressors are key tools for 
increasing operational reliability, extending service intervals, 
and preventing failures.

Procurement
Burckhardt Compression uses its suppliers’ experience to con-
tinuously improve its products, because an important part of 
the value creation is provided by them. They are therefore held 
to the same high standards as Burckhardt Compression itself 
by a newly developed Code of Conduct for Business Partners 
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Impacts on climate change, including greenhouse gas emissions along  
the value chain, and mitigation of climate change risks.

Energy use & efficiency Energy consumption, efficiency, and sources for the production, 
provision, and operation of Burckhardt Compression’s products and 
services.

Longevity & cyclability Fostering a long life cycle and the circularity of materials and products  
in Burckhardt Compression’s business activities, including maintenance 
and repair services.

Environmental impacts of  
application purpose

Environmental impacts of the use case of Burckhardt Compression’s  
products and services, including contributing towards a sustainable  
energy transition.
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Working conditions Employment terms including working hours, compensation, and
labor-management relations as well as the satisfaction of employees  
with those terms.

Occupational 
health & safety

Maintaining and promoting a safe and healthy working environment 
for workers involved in the production and provision of Burckhardt 
Compression products and services.

Product health & safety Maintaining and promoting the safe and healthy operation of Burckhardt 
Compression products and maintained products of other brands. 

Ec
on

om
y Business conduct Ensuring and promoting that Burckhardt Compression’s business 

activities are conducted in compliance with regulations, standards, 
and ethical principles.

Shenyang Yuanda Compressor’s new factory in Shenyang 
takes much of the energy it needs from district heating sys-
tems. It also has very effective insulation for its exterior walls. 
Insulated sandwich wall panels reduce the amount of energy 
required for heating. Employees’ work and safety clothing is 
washed at a central laundry rather than in separate washing 
machines for each department. This saves both water and en-
ergy. A new sand mixer was installed for Shenyang Yuanda 
Compressor’s foundry in 2019. The sand that is used for the 
casting molds can now be reprocessed and reused.

The factory in Pune won the GreenCo Star Performer Award 
again. GreenCo is a rating system established by the Confed-
eration of Indian Industry (CII), which takes a holistic approach 
to measuring the results of companies’ environmental initia-
tives. The prize was awarded because the factory managed to 
cut its energy consumption by 22% compared with the base 
year of 2015/16, as well as achieving a 38% year-on-year reduc-
tion in fresh water consumption. This latter achievement was 
made possible in part by a rainwater collection system with an 
average collection potential of around 80%. Washing rather 
than disposing of oily cotton cleaning rags used in manufactur-
ing processes saved 660 kg of cotton.

Recycling and disposal
Hazardous goods and chemicals are transported, stored and 
disposed of in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. 
Internal collection points help employees sort and dispose of 
waste correctly and allow recycling of most waste materials. 
Specialized companies are used to dispose of specific materials 
(e.g. metals) properly and environmentally.

The waste management concept introduced in collaboration 
with external consultants in Winterthur was continued and 
expanded and will lead to even greater separation of waste in 
the future. The replacement of conventional lighting with LEDs 
in Winterthur continued. Burckhardt Compression also further 
optimized its chemicals concept at the Winterthur site. Com-
bustible chemicals were replaced by less combustible ones, and 
all container labelling was amended. Oil storage tanks were ret-
rofitted with spill containment systems and special transport 
tanks, which improves chemical safety practices and process 
efficiency. The substitution of hazardous chemicals further 
reduced consumption of VOC gases (Volatile Organic Com-
pounds), which are harmful to the environment. These and other 
measures are part of the EOHS system that has been introduced 
at all Group sites in compliance with ISO 14001 and 45001.

ENHANCED FOCUS ON SUSTAINABILITY

During the 2020 fiscal year, Burckhardt Compression carried 
out a materiality assessment to underpin its commitment to 
sustainability and take its strategy forward. The aim was to 
identify the most important sustainability topics for the Burck-
hardt Compression Group as a whole.

Materiality assessment
The standards set out in the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
served as a framework for identifying these issues. The first 
step was to consolidate potentially relevant topics in an 
expanded list. This list was compiled after analyzing selected 
sustainability standards, investor assessments (ESG ratings), 
competitors, customers, and other relevant companies in the 
industrial sector. The second step was to evaluate these topics 
from the perspective of stakeholders and from an impact per-
spective. Burckhardt Compression did this by surveying the 
assessments and expectations of the various stakeholder 
groups online and in personal conversations. Impact on the 
environment, society, and the economy was determined by 
means of a structured assessment based on OECD due dili-
gence guidance for responsible business conduct.

Results
The analysis resulted in a materiality matrix in which 8 of 29 
topics were identified as material to Burckhardt Compression. 

This materiality matrix helps to guide and focus decisions 
on the further integration of sustainability into Burckhardt 
Compression’s business activities. It is reviewed at regular 
intervals and adjusted if required. Topics identified as material 
form the strategic core of Burckhardt Compression’s future 
approach to sustainability. More relevant topics are continu-
ously integrated into operational business activities. The 
remaining topics are dealt with as part of the normal course of 
business, taking stakeholder expectations into account.

From fiscal year 2021, Burckhardt Compression will gradu-
ally integrate key sustainability topics into its business activi-
ties and align them more closely with the Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals. Future reporting will also be updated to include 
key figures that meaningfully document progress made on sus-
tainability.

MATERIAL TOPICS

BURCKHARDT COMPRESSION MATERIALITY MATRIX

Material topics

Impacts on society, environment, and economy

St
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Asset & process 
integrity

Operational topics

Resource / material 
efficiency

Diversity, inclusion & 
equal opportunity

Data security & privacy

Training &  
development

Waste &  
hazardous  
substances

Non-greenhouse 
gas air emissions

Greenhouse gas 
emissions & 
climate change

Energy use &  
efficiency

Business conduct

Product health & 
safety

Environmental impacts 
of application purpose

Longevity & cyclability

Occupational 
health & safety

Working 
conditions

Sales & project 
implementation 
practices

Economic 
contribution

Intellectual property & 
access to knowledge

Biodiversity

Conflict & 
security

Tax contribution & 
allocation

Water &  
wastewater

Social impacts of 
application purpose

Noise, vibration, odor & 
electromagnetic radiation

Land rights / indigenous rights

Corporate citizenship & 
community impacts

Political  
accountability

Land degradation

Forced labor /  
child labor

Other topics
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